Drugs From Canada? Not Necessarily
(NAPSA)—In an effort to fight
the rising costs of prescription
drugs, many Americans have
sought to import medications from
north of the border. However,
many of the drugs that are
believed to be from Canada may
actually have been manufactured
elsewhere, in countries where
safety protocols are weaker or
nonexistent, leading to potential
health risks for consumers.
The Pharmaceutical Research
and Manufacturers of America
(PhRMA) recently launched an
advertising campaign to broaden
the reach of the industry’s efforts
to educate consumers, especially
America’s seniors, about the
safety risks of importing drugs
from foreign countries and to
inform them of safe, legal ways
people in need can get medicines
for free or nearly free.
“When politicians talk about
importing drugs from Canada,
they never tell you that the drugs,
in reality, could be coming from
countries without strong safety
regulations like Pakistan, Thailand, South Africa, Latvia and
Estonia,” said Ken Johnson,
senior vice president of PhRMA.
“There is a growing body of evidence that importation schemes
threaten public health, and Americans need to understand the dangers associated with importation
and learn about alternatives to
taking these unnecessary risks.”
At www.buysafedrugs.info, a
Web site created by PhRMA, consumers can find the latest news
on the importation debate, consumer tools to help them understand their rights when buying

The Classics For Tots
(NAPSA)—A growing number
of young children are getting an
early appreciation of the beauty of
classical music, art and dance
thanks to three DVDs that bring
these worlds to life through stunning animation.

Imported prescription drugs may
not come from the country you
think they do.
prescription drugs and guidelines
for identifying potential counterfeit medicines.
The site also details safe, legal
alternatives to importation, pointing visitors to various assistance
programs and the pharmaceutical
industry’s recently formed Partnership for Prescription Assistance (www.pparx.org or 1-8884PPANOW), which matches those
in need to programs that provide
medicines for free or at reduced
costs.
The Pharmaceutical Research
and Manufacturers of America
(PhRMA) represents the country’s
leading pharmaceutical research
and biotechnology companies,
which are devoted to inventing
medicines that allow patients to
live longer, healthier and more
productive lives. To learn more,
visit www.phrma.org. For additional information about the risks
associated with importing prescription drugs, visit the Web site
at www.buysafedrugs.info.

Parent and child can be brought
together through a magical blend
of classical music, art and dance.
The DVDs from HBO Video,
“Classical Baby: The Art Show,”
“Classical Baby: The Music Show”
and “Classical Baby: The Dance
Show,” each feature a 30-minute
animated fine arts program led by
a baby maestro and an all-animal
orchestra presenting the best from
renowned composers, choreographers and painters.
Says child psychiatrist Eugene
Beresin, M.D., Associate Professor
of Psychiatry, Harvard Medical
School, “Sharing creative and loving experiences can help build
what child development experts
call a ‘secure attachment’ between
parents and their children.
Classical Baby is a wonderful way
to bring parents and children
closer through the process of listening, playing and learning
together.”
Unlike other videos for young
children, “Classical Baby” was
also created to appeal to parents.
The program provides a viewing
experience that’s entertaining and
interactive. Each DVD includes
extra features such as a Parent’s
Guide, which includes activities
for parent and child, information
on developmental milestones and
nutrition, and on-screen information on the artists and musical
pieces.

Are You Psychic?
(NAPSA)—Have you ever had a
hunch or gut feeling that proved
correct? If you have, you may be
psychic. Jane Doherty, respected
psychic and ghost-buster, reveals
in her new book the surprising
truth about what it means to be
psychic and how each of us can
find the psychic within.
Her book, “Awakening The
Mystic Gift” (Hummel & Solvarr,
$24.95), tells us how Doherty
became a psychic, going from
skeptic to believer, and in the
process, went on to help tens of
thousands of individuals, including law enforcement, business
owners, professionals and ordinary people. She has also made
major contributions to the field as
a psychic investigator, having conducted hundreds of séances and
confronting hundreds of ghosts.
Her work has been praised by
prominent news media that includes
the “Today” show and “The New
York Times,” and has landed her a
nationwide television show this fall.
The Learning Channel, carried in 90
million homes, will air 10 episodes
of “Dead Tenants.” The hour-long
shows will explore 10 haunted
homes and the families that desperately seek help and a solution to
mysterious disturbances.
Doherty cautions that developing
one’s psychic abilities requires
patience, trust, dedication and practice but says we can jump-start the
process by feeling confidence and
self-love. “Developing psychic ability
is not just about following a series of
exercises,” says Doherty. “It is a
process of emotional, spiritual and
mental change that you must
address to achieve your goal.”
“Awakening The Mystic Gift”
offers a list of skills necessary for
one to master in order to develop
psychic abilities, including deep
breathing, meditation, hypnosis,

F IND O UT I F Y OU A RE P SYCHIC —A
new book shows how you can be
psychic without even knowing it.
walking, visualization, having a
hobby and taking a soothing bath.
In her book, Doherty tells us
how to:
• Understand the difference
between a fraudulent carnival palm
reader and a genuine psychic who
can provide guidance in our future
• Listen for guidance through
reflection, observation, relaxation
and quiet
• Use our psychic abilities for a
good purpose—and to stop thinking we can use them to win the
lottery or make wild predictions.
“I went from being an English
teacher to a housewife to a psychic,” says Doherty. “I never
thought this was my calling, but
perhaps there are millions of others
out there who await their calling.”
Doherty also explains to us
that there really are ghosts out
there, but not like Hollywood
depicts them. To learn more, visit
www.JaneDoherty.com.

Expand Your Business
(NAPSA)—Other people can be
an important part of expanding
your small business. Not just your
customers, employees and suppliers, but other entrepreneurs and
advisors as well. Coaching, mentoring and advice can all be
invaluable help.
Networking
The bottom line about networking is that it works. If you don’t
think you have time to network,
think again—experts say you can’t
afford not to. Not only do you
meet experienced business owners, discover new ideas and learn
innovative ways to do business,
you get to know people. That
could mean finding quality day
care, a part-time housekeeper or a
car pool for the kids’ soccer game
when you have a late sales meeting. More and more, networking is
becoming the bridge that unites
work and family.
Strategic Planning
As an entrepreneur guiding
your company to the next level,
you’re seeking more than just
financing. You need an engine to
best let your company achieve
its most important business
goals. Generally, that engine,
that driving force, will be money,
such as a credit line from the
bank or a venture capitalist’s
cash—but not always. Sometimes the right engine isn’t monetary at all. For example, what
you’re primarily looking for may
be the individual with an important skill you don’t have—but
the company needs.

The Perfect Fit
***
America is a nation with many
flaws, but hopes so vast that
only the cowardly would refuse
to acknowledge them.
—James Michener
***
You don’t have to expand your
business all by yourself.
Training
You may think only large companies and organizations need
training programs, or can afford
to implement them. The truth is
that training is especially important for small businesses, because
even tiny improvements in service
or efficiency can have an enormous impact on the bottom line. If
your staff can boast special skills
or expertise, you will almost certainly carve an important or profitable niche for your business.
Fortunately, outside help is
available. Smart business owners rely on outside assistance—
such as SCORE volunteer counselors—to get them through it.
Since 1964, these counselors
have assisted more than seven
million entrepreneurs through
counseling and business workshops. For more tips or information about SCORE, call (800)
634-0245 or go to www.score.org.

***
It is surprising what a man can
do when he has to, and how little most men will do when they
don’t have to.
—Walter Linn
***

***
Laziness is nothing more than
the habit of resting before you
get tired.
—Jules Renard
***
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(NAPSA)—Finding the perfect
bra is almost as challenging as
finding the perfect mate. With so
many choices, it seems like there’s
never one that fits just right.
For many women, fit means
everything when it comes to bras.
A bra that fits just right is more
comfortable, provides better support and makes your clothes look
better on you. Here are some tips
on finding a bra in your size:
• Forget your supposed cup
size. You may need to go up or
down a cup. When you try on the
bra, the fabric should not gap,
flatten or squeeze you anywhere.
• If the cup is not filled out,
you may need a smaller size. It’s
also possible that a larger cup size
or a fuller-shaped bra will provide
more coverage.
• If the back of your bra rides
up, the cups could be too small or
they might be pulled up too high.
Adjust the shoulder straps to a
comfortable length, making sure
they don’t cut into your shoulders.
• Each cup should offer complete coverage. If it wrinkles, that
means it’s too large, while bulges
at the top or the sides indicate the
cup is too small.
• Buy up as many as you can of
a bra you find that fits comfortably,
in case the style is discontinued.
If bras in stores simply aren’t
working, take heart. Avon, the
company for women, has come to
the rescue with Avon Foundations,

The right fit can make your
clothes more comfortable.
a collection of bras and innerwear
designed for every woman’s personal preference.
The Avon Foundations product
lineup includes hard-to-find sizes
and tons of options to build your
bra wardrobe with a style and fit
for every figure and look. From
ultracomfortable everyday bras to
cleavage-enhancing styles, there
is a bra for every woman. Best of
all, the Avon Foundations collection requires no dressing room
drama. Avon lets you shop in the
privacy of your own home, with an
Avon Representative who has
been specially trained to fit you
for your ideal bra, in both size and
style.
More information about Avon
and Avon products can be found at
www.avon.com.

